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NEW QUESTION: 1
Given the definition of the Country class:
public class country {
public enum Continent {ASIA, EUROPE}
String name;
Continent region;
public Country (String na, Continent reg) {
name = na, region = reg;
}
public String getName () {return name;}
public Continent getRegion () {return region;}
}
and the code fragment:
List&lt;Country&gt; couList = Arrays.asList (

new Country ("Japan", Country.Continent.ASIA),
new Country ("Italy", Country.Continent.EUROPE),
new Country ("Germany", Country.Continent.EUROPE));
Map&lt;Country.Continent, List&lt;String&gt;&gt; regionNames =
couList.stream ()
.collect(Collectors.groupingBy (Country ::getRegion,
Collectors.mapping(Country::getName, Collectors.toList()))));
System.out.println(regionNames);
What is the output?
A. {EUROPE = [Italy, Germany], ASIA = [Japan]}
B. {EUROPE = [Germany, Italy], ASIA = [Japan]}
C. {EUROPE = [Germany], EUROPE = [Italy], ASIA = [Japan]}
D. {ASIA = [Japan], EUROPE = [Italy, Germany]}
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A security analyst discovers a network intrusion and quickly
solves the problem by closing an unused port. Which of the
following should be completed?
A. Lessons learned report
B. Vulnerability report
C. Reverse-engineering incident report
D. Memorandum of agreement
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
An administrator performed a DARE operation in their cluster
configuration. During this operation one of the cluster nodes
halted. The node halt was an isolated problem, however, as a
result the DARE operation did not complete.
When the failed node was re-integrated to the cluster, the
following error was received when trying to perform the DARE
operation again:
cldare: A lock for a Dynamic Reconfiguration event has been
detected.
Which action will resolve the problem?
A. Remove the file cldare_lock in
/usr/es/sbin/cluster/etc/objrepos/staging and re-try the DARE
operation.
B. Perform the PowerHA problem determination function to
"Restore HACMP Configuration Database from Active
Configuration" which will complete the DARE operation.
C. Verify and synchronize the cluster with "Automatically
correct errors found during verification" set to "yes" which
will complete the DARE operation.
D. Use the PowerHA problem determination function to "Release
Locks Set By Dynamic Reconfiguration" and re-try the DARE
operation
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Answer:
Explanation:
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